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Figure 1: HandyCast is a scene-agnostic input technique for bimanual and full-range control in expansive virtual environments 
under physical space constraints, using touch and motion of a hand-held smartphone. HandyCast enables users to (a) operate 
rich Virtual Reality environments as in Job Simulator with two virtual hands (b) by sensing embodied interaction from as little 
physical space as a car’s passenger seat as users move, turn, and touch the phone like a controller from the comfort of their lap. 
(c) HandyCast implements a pose-and-touch transfer function that individually fuses and amplifes phone and touch motions 
into position, rotation, and selection parameters for either virtual hand. Building on visual-inertial odometry to retrieve the 
6D phone pose, HandyCast brings the 3D input control common in stationary setups with two hand-held controllers to mobile 
setings, using just a headset and a smartphone anywhere without the need for external tracking. 

ABSTRACT 
Despite the potential of Virtual Reality as the next computing plat-
form for general purposes, current systems are tailored to stationary 
settings to support expansive interaction in mid-air. However, in 
mobile scenarios, the physical constraints of the space surrounding 
the user may be prohibitively small for spatial interaction in VR 
with classical controllers. In this paper, we present HandyCast, a 
smartphone-based input technique that enables full-range 3D input 
with two virtual hands in VR while requiring little physical space, 
allowing users to operate large virtual environments in mobile 
settings. HandyCast defnes a pose-and-touch transfer function 
that fuses the phone’s position and orientation with touch input to 
derive two individual 3D hand positions. Holding their phone like a 
gamepad, users can thus move and turn it to independently control 
their virtual hands. Touch input using the thumbs fne-tunes the 
respective virtual hand position and controls object selection. We 
evaluated HandyCast in three studies, comparing its performance 
with that of Go-Go, a classic bimanual controller technique. In our 
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open-space study, participants required signifcantly less physi-
cal motion using HandyCast with no decrease in completion time 
or body ownership. In our space-constrained study, participants 
achieved signifcantly faster completion times, smaller interaction 
volumes, and shorter path lengths with HandyCast compared to 
Go-Go. In our technical evaluation, HandyCast’s fully standalone 
inside-out 6D tracking performance again incurred no decrease in 
completion time compared to an outside-in tracking baseline. 
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sightseeing [1]. Several productivity applications have also emerged 
for VR [45, 50], such as 3D modeling and sketching [5]. 

The uptake of recent VR experiences can also be attributed to 
the fact that these systems integrate tracking, computation, and 
interaction all inside just the headset and two hand-held controllers. 
This makes them portable and suitable outside of controlled home 
and ofce environments, providing experiences during parts of the 
day that ofer less entertainment, such as travel and commute. 

However, VR scenarios are typically designed for standing inter-
action in large environments—virtual as well as physical—utilizing 
the obstacle-free space around the user for input. Thus, while the 
form factor of VR systems themselves—headsets and controllers— 
supports mobile operation, not all mobile scenarios support VR 
use, especially those that constrain the user’s space. Some of these 
may be particularly interesting for VR use, such as in the passenger 
seat of a car or while traveling on a bus, train, or plane, or simply 
while waiting in a public space. Such situations ofer plenty of time 
to enjoy virtual experiences, often when seated, yet little space to 
interact inside them and to perform the required physical motions. 

In this paper, we introduce an interaction technique that retains 
the immersive spatial 3D interaction around the user while mini-

mizing the demands on physical space. We replace the two VR con-
trollers with a ubiquitous substitute—the personal smartphone—and 
present HandyCast, a smartphone-based input technique to control 
both virtual hands. HandyCast supports quick and full-range inter-
action with two-hand control in expansive virtual environments 
through the inertial and optical sensors inside a phone when held 
like a gamepad. We disambiguate control over the individual virtual 
left and right hand from complementary thumb-based touch input. 

A single smartphone to control two hands in VR 
Figure 1a shows a user playing Job Simulator [35], wearing a headset 
and interacting through his smartphone using HandyCast. While 
the right virtual hand is interacting far away and the left is oper-
ating at medium distance, (b) the user is physically sitting in the 
passenger seat of a car, controlling both virtual hands in mid-air 
while resting his physical arms in his lap. HandyCast redirects 
all motion and touch input on the phone through its (c) pose-and-
touch transfer function that computes the position, rotation, and 
manipulation parameters of either virtual hand inside the virtual 
environment. The user can reach close-by, medium, and distant 
objects, as HandyCast amplifes phone motions: We smoothly and 
instantly translate small phone rotations and movements to larger 
rotations and movements of both virtual hands. 

While controlling both hands with only a single controller re-
moves the independence between the two hands, HandyCast ac-
cepts touch input from the left and right thumb as a complement 
to adjust the positions of the virtual hands. This allows users to 
embody input through simultaneous phone movements and touch 
motions, resulting in positional bimanuality where users can indi-
vidually control each hand’s position. HandyCast thereby builds 
on users’ propensity to unwittingly move physical controllers in 
video games and, thus, additionally embody their intention through 
body motions, even though such controller motion yields no ef-
fect. HandyCast also leverages users’ decade-long experience with 

touchscreens by evaluating their fne-grained touch motions for 
accurate 3D cursor control in VR. 

Though diferent from bimanual manipulation with simultane-

ous rotational and positional control for both hands, HandyCast’s 
positional bimanuality afords users the wide variety of interactions 
required to operate immersive environments as shown in Figure 2. 

HandyCast comprises a SteamVR driver that substitutes hand-
held controller input with the output of HandyCast’s pose-and-
touch transfer function. This allows spatially operating any VR 
application through 3D interaction for selection, placement, and 
tracing, such as pulling levers, operating sliders, or opening doors— 
all without the need for external tracking hardware or additional 
VR controllers. Our video demonstrates these in detail. 

We frst detail the design rationale of our HandyCast technique 
and present its three-fold evaluation: 1) Our frst user study in a full-
range, seated setup with 12 participants compared HandyCast, the 
two-controller baseline Go-Go [47], and the smartphone-based 3D 
cursor technique Tiltcasting [46] in a unimanual and bimanual task. 
An HTC VIVE system tracked all spatial input to focus our analysis 
on the technique-specifc diferences in task completion. We found 
that participants completed tasks using HandyCast with no signif-
cant diference in completion time compared to the two-controller 
Go-Go technique, but that HandyCast required signifcantly less 
physical travel and control space than the two baselines. Partici-
pants reported comparable levels of body ownership. 2) Our second 
user study in a space-constrained, seated setup with 20 participants 
compared HandyCast with an adapted Space-Constrained Go-Go 
that uses a level of amplifcation commensurate to ft the con-
strained space. We found that HandyCast allowed participants to 
signifcantly faster select and place objects than Space-Constrained 
Go-Go while still requiring signifcantly less space and mid-air 
travel. 3) Lastly, our tracking evaluation measured the impact of the 
tracking system on task performance. Four new participants com-

pleted this study using HandyCast and repeating the input tasks 
under outside-in (HTC VIVE) 6D tracking (as used in Studies 1 
and 2) and inside-out (phone-only) 6D tracking conditions. 

Contributions 
With the work in this paper, we contribute 

• HandyCast, a pose-and-touch transfer function that we designed 
for individual control over two virtual hands through input on a 
single smartphone in space-constrained settings, allowing signif-
cantly faster object selection and placement in space-constrained 
settings than the two-controller Go-Go technique [47], 

• a frst interaction user study in a open-space seated setup to assess 
completion time, motion paths, and control space of HandyCast 
compared to a controller-based and a smartphone-based baseline 
under technique-optimal conditions, 

• a second interaction user study in a space-constrained seated setup 
to assess completion time, motion paths, and control space of 
HandyCast compared to a space-constrained implementation of 
the two-controller Go-Go baseline, 

• a tracking evaluation that investigated the drift incurred by Handy-
Cast’s inside-out 6D tracking (phone-only) compared to ideal 
conditions using outside-in tracking (HTC VIVE), 
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• a SteamVR controller driver that brings HandyCast’s scene-agnostic 
quick and reliable bimanual interaction for operating large VR 
scenarios inside mobile and possibly space-constrained settings. 

2 RELATED WORK 

2.1 Interaction metaphors in VR 
Manipulation in 3D user interfaces generally comprises selecting, 
positioning, rotating, and scaling objects [22, 24, 36, 42, 55]. Several 
decades of research have brought forward a multitude of input 
techniques for each of these tasks [12, 47] as well as taxonomies [4, 
9, 41, 48] and overviews of design parameters [28, 36]. VR UIs are 
part of a subset of 3D interaction techniques where the user’s body 
is colocated with the virtual environment. 

Two main metaphors exist for manipulating objects in VR [48]. 
Using the virtual pointer metaphor, users can select distant objects 
by pointing at them [48]. Ray casting faces depth ambiguity, which 
can be challenging in scenes with densely populated and occluded 
targets, in turn leading to problem-specifc variations [22, 37]. In 
contrast, the virtual hand metaphor [48] provides the user with one, 
two, or more [49] hand representations that mimic physical hand 
movement to manipulate objects. In its simplest form, physical 
and virtual hands are colocated. However, since this rigid coupling 
limits the reach in VR, researchers have explored techniques to 
amplify hand positions. For example, Go-Go applies non-linear am-

plifcation of hand positions to extend the virtual reach far beyond 
arm’s length [47]. Reach-bounded non-linear (RNL) amplifcation 
improves ergonomics while maintaining body ownership [56], ex-
ploiting dominance of vision over proprioception [6, 17, 19, 43, 52]. 
At the core of these amplifcation techniques are transfer functions 
that map the position of the physical hands to the virtual space. 
HandyCast builds on these amplifcation techniques for pose trans-
fer to provide initial hand positions before we then apply touch 
transfer to obtain the fnal hand positions. 

2.2 Metaphor combinations and extensions 
Both metaphors are combined in HOMER [12], which uses a pointer 
for selection and a hand metaphor for positioning and rotating. To-
day’s commercial VR games typically use hand avatars to power 
the main gameplay except for targeting tasks, such as shooting. 
Ray casting is often used for menus (e.g., Resident Evil 4, War-

planes: WW1 Fighters, Half Life: Alyx), except for fully hand-centric 
games [35] that use virtual hands for menus, too. HandyCast follows 
the virtual hand metaphor, as pose transfer allows rapid selection 
of even distant targets, sharing some of the benefts of rays. 

Recent research has also studied virtual hand manipulation in VR 
under specifc conditions. Hayatpur et al. investigated how gestural 
input can be used to specify shape constraints for object manipu-

lation in VR [27]. Yamagami et al. demonstrated how unimanual 
input can be mapped to bimanual interactions for users who have 
full use of only one hand [58]. HandyCast builds on this to use a 
single smartphone for bimanual interaction in VR, especially when 
augmented with touch input for additional freedom. 

Besides controllers, recent projects have leveraged hand pose 
estimation to defne novel transfer functions for object interaction. 
Force Push detects gestures as input to translate virtual objects [59]. 
By using a smartphone rather than mid-air hand tracking [23] 

for input, HandyCast circumvents classical technical limits such as 
noisy estimates, the need for exaggerated gestures irreconcilable 
with the goal of subtle input, and tracking losses at the edge of 
the feld of view. Additionally, HandyCast enables novel interaction 
capabilities by supporting thumb input, either for refnement or 
amplifcation of virtual hand motions. We also incorporate phone-
specifc afordances such as haptic buttons (e.g., volume buttons) 
and precise touch gestures. 

2.3 Smartphone-based controllers 
Researchers have often utilized smartphones and their sensors 
for mediating input to remote screens (e.g., [7, 10, 11, 21, 30–32]) 
or interaction with spatial AR projections [25, 26]. For VR, re-
searchers have also investigated substituting traditional controllers 
with phones (e.g., [57], Phonetroller [39], Handymenu [38]) or 
tablets [18, 53]. Dias et al. proposed a technique to point at objects 
using headset gaze and using touch on the phone for selection [18], 
such as for menu interaction in VR. Chen et al. presented two tech-
niques to use smartphone touch in AR with a cursor with 2 degrees 
of freedom, placed on rigid walls [16]. TMMD maps the pose of an 
externally tracked phone isomorphically into the virtual space [57], 
allowing users to select objects either through ray casting or by 
walking up to the objects and using touch input to attach to them. 
Touch gestures on the phone then allow translating and rotating 
the object. HandyCast builds on this notion of interaction, but dif-
fers in three regards as it is 1) designed for seated and low-efort 
interaction, thus using amplifcation, 2) optimized for simultane-

ous control over both virtual hands, and 3) aimed at maintaining 
embodiment following the virtual hand metaphor. 

In our design, we also built on previous work on remotely con-
trolling cursors on TV screens. Pivot Plane-Casting defnes a plane 
from the phone’s orientation, anchored rigidly at the center of the 
virtual space [33, 34]. Rotating the phone rotates the plane and 
touching the screen allows attaching an object intersected by the 
plane before then translating it. Free Plane-Casting also casts a 
plane, however anchors the plane in a movable cursor position [33]. 
Touch input moves the cursor on that plane, thus translating the 
plane anchor itself and possibly an object along with it if attached. 
In Free Plane-Casting, phone rotations without concurrent touch 
have no efect on the cursor position as only the virtual plane ori-
entation changes but not the cursor it is anchored in. INSPECT 
further extends plane-casting with a rotation mode that switches 
touch input from translating an attached object on the plane to 
rotating it [34]. Tiltcasting is related, but accounts for occluded 
objects [46]. By tilting the phone a plane shown on the screen is 
tilted correspondingly. Objects in front of the plane vanish and only 
objects intersected by the plane are selectable by using a cursor 
controllable by touch. HandyCast reuses the concept of a plane 
based on phone orientation introduced in Plane-Casting [33], but 
extends it in several regards: 1) In contrast to previous research, 
HandyCast is fully agnostic of the application state and does not 
require a dedicated integration for each VR application. This means, 
HandyCast works with any existing VR application that can be 
operated with two virtual hand avatars. 2) HandyCast transfers 10 
dimensions (3D phone position, 3D phone orientation, and 2×2D 
touch), in contrast to 2D touch and 1D rotation as in Tiltcasting or 
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Figure 2: Using a single smartphone, HandyCast enables control over bimanual input tasks such as selection, placement, and 
tracing as found in common VR applications and games. Here we show representative tasks from Job Simulator [35]. 

3D rotation and 2D touch as in Pivot Plane-Casting and Free Plane-
Casting. On the one hand, this means users can freely position and 
orient the plane and thus the virtual hands, following our hypothe-
sis that this increases embodiment in VR. On the other hand, this 
enables bimanual selection and placement. In our comparison of 
HandyCast and a version of Tiltcasting adapted for bimanuality as 
one baseline, free plane placement with motion amplifcation led 
to faster task completion. 

Pocket6 also uses the phone to select and manipulate 3D ob-
jects on a TV screen [7], using the phone to position a scaled 3D 
cursor and touch input to rotate an attached object (similar to IN-
SPECT [34]). The ASP technique by Bergé et al. follows a similar 
approach while using external tracking [8]. HandyCast reuses the 
concept of position tracking as an input into our motion transfer 
for our hand avatar, but map multitouch input for further spatial 
hand control, whereas Pocket6 uses single touch for scene rotation 
and confrmation. 

Taken together, HandyCast extends previous concepts, particu-
larly a movable plane anchor as in Free Plane-Casting [33], but is 
frst to use positional input, positional amplifcation, and up to two 
touch contacts to drive the 3D positions of two virtual hands in a 3D 
environment, co-located with the user in VR. This colocation with 
the user’s body further requires spatial registration that depends 
on the user’s seated position (rather than on the scene’s or the 
cursor’s center). Additionally, HandyCast targets low-efort input 
for control without looking at the smartphone itself. 

3 POSE-AND-TOUCH TRANSFER FOR 
SMARTPHONE-BASED CONTROL 

3.1 Problem and solution overview 
HandyCast addresses the problem of space-efcient and bimanual 
object selection and manipulation in VR using a smartphone for 
input. Fundamentally, HandyCast derives 2 × 3D virtual hand po-
sitions and grab states from fusing the smartphone’s 6D pose (i.e., 
3D position and 3D orientation) with up to 2 × 2D touch locations 
when the phone is held like a gamepad (Figure 1b). 

The mapping from phone pose+touch to two 3D hand positions 
in VR and their grab states is defned through our pose-and-touch 
transfer function, combining pose transfer, spatial touch transfer, 
and touch presence transfer. In pose transfer, we frst compute a 
3D plane, rotated according to the phone’s rotation, and anchored 

in the amplifed phone position. The amplifed phone position is 
computed by non-linearly scaling the vector that leads from a cal-
ibrated neutral position to the current phone position. In spatial 
touch transfer, we then position two cursors on that plane based 
on the relative touch cursor input given to each touch zone on the 
phone’s screen. Finally, we transfer touch presence for each touch 
zone, i.e., the binary state whether touch is applied or not, to the 
corresponding hand avatar’s grab state. These three components 
can be computed and integrated at a single point in time, thus allow-
ing simultaneous usage of phone and touch motion, individually 
for both hands. 

3.2 Transfer functions to map phone input to 
two hand avatars in VR 

In the following, we give further details on pose transfer, spatial 
touch transfer, and touch presence transfer. 

3.2.1 Pose transfer. As shown in Figure 3, we constantly derive a 
plane in 3D space from the 6D smartphone pose, linking the real 
world to the virtual world in three steps. 

1) Neutral pose anchoring. The user defnes a neutral 3D phone 
position by pressing the volume-down button of the phone, e.g., 
when hands are recumbent in their lap. This calibrates a fxed spatial 
anchor p

anchor in world space (red sphere, 3b). 
2) Phone tracking and phone vector computation. Moving the 

phone in the constrained space above the lap results in the phone 
vector v

phone
, leading from the calibrated anchor p

anchor to the 
phone’s position. The physical movement is small (very short, 
white vector 3b). In HandyCast, phone motion can be tracked ei-
ther through an outside-in (i.e., external) system, tracking a phone-
mounted tracker with base stations, or through inside-out (i.e. 
standalone phone-only) tracking using the phone’s sensors. To 
unify the phone’s inside-out and the headset’s coordinate system, 
we specify a registration procedure, as detailed in the supplemen-

tary material. By simply holding the phone in front of the headset 
and then pressing the volume-up button, a registration transform 
is created, used to convert from phone to headset coordinates. 

3) Vector amplifcation allows the small phone vector to con-
tribute to larger motions. We obtain the amplifcation vector v

plane

by non-linearly scaling the phone vector v
phone as 

v
plane = �∥v

phone ∥ vphone . 
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Figure 3: Schematic 3D representation of our HandyCast transfer function. For pose transfer, HandyCast spans a plane in 
3D space, originating in the distance-amplifed smartphone position. For touch transfer, the hands are moved from the plane 
origin (adjusted by a constant shoulder-width ofset) along the gain-accelerated touch vector. Plane and vectors shown for 
illustration only. 

Starting in the calibrated anchor p
anchor and following the amplif-

cation vector v
plane leads to the amplifed phone position p

amplifed 
(black vector in Figure 3b), serving as the plane’s origin. � is a 
constant, that can be set dependent on the desired strength of the 
amplifcation efect. In our studies, we choose � = 2.5. From the 
phone orientation, we can easily obtain the phone’s horizontal and 
vertical directional vectors (Figure 3c). Even without any touch 
applied, we ofset the right hand position along the horizontal di-
rection of the plane, and the left hand along the inverted horizontal 
direction, so to position both hands at shoulder width. 

3.2.2 Spatial touch transfer. For spatial touch transfer, we divide 
the touchscreen into two separate control zones, allowing the thumb 
of either hand to independently control the respective hand avatar 
through touch transfer in fve steps. 

1) Initial touch transfer is zero. When no touch is present, virtual 
hand avatar position is determined through pose transfer only. 

2) Gain-accelerated touch ofset. We implemented a classical rela-
tive 2D cursor function computing the next 2D cursor ofset from 
the current cursor ofset and the current touch motion with gain 
acceleration following prior work [15, 40, 44]. Gain acceleration 
afords fne-tuning as well as longer-distance adjustments of hand 
avatars. Encroaching touch paths that cross the boundary between 
both touch zones, are maintained disruption-free for the thumb of 
the zone in which they originated. We implemented it as a fnite 
state machine, instantiated once for each thumb, to compute each 
ofset. 

3) Transferring 2D touch ofsets to 3D hand adjustments, we map 
the current 2D cursor ofset to 3D touch vectors by rotating the 
ofset vector according to the phone orientation. 

Figure 3d shows an example of the resulting 3D touch vector. 
4) Optional clutching supports continued touch transfer, which 

extends the virtual position, reachable by touch. When users need 

1
1

2 2

b) clutching c) homing

1

12 2

3
1

1

a) first touch
interaction

Figure 4: In 2D input space, we implement two gain-
accelerated cursors that enable clutching and automatically 
perform homing. 

to move hand avatars beyond the constrained touchscreen input 
surface, they can lift of the thumb, and reposition it while the 
virtual hand stays in place. In our implementation of touch transfer, 
we allow for clutch timeout (set to 0.2s), i.e., a brief period of time 
within which a user may touch down again somewhere else on the 
screen and continue from the previous hand position. This updates 
the reference center for the next touch motion without afecting 
the already accumulated ofset. 

5) Automatic homing fnally compensates for potential clutching. 
To spare the user the manual efort of resetting hand avatars back 
to the initial position, the accumulated ofset returns to 0 following 
a homing timeout (set to 2.5s). We avoid a sudden jump of hand 
avatars by lerping avatars (� = 0.01, Δ = 15ms; ≈51% per second) 
back to their neutral position, defned by pose transfer only. 

3.2.3 Touch presence transfer for commands. While VR controllers 
feature a trigger button to mimic grasping, smartphones ofer no 
equivalent counterpart. Thus, we integrated grasp and release as 
part of touch contact itself—following the metaphor of direct touch 
interaction. If a touch-up event is not followed by another touch-
down event in the respective control zone (i.e., either left or right) 
within the clutching delay, HandyCast triggers a release event. 
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3.3 Design decisions 
3.3.1 Plane origin. HandyCast defnes a plane in 3D space that 
is anchored in a position derived by amplifying the phone vector. 
This allows users to anchor the plane wherever optimal for the 
current bimanual task. In contrast, Tiltcasting [46] and Pivot Plane-
Casting [33] anchor the plane origin in a fxed point of the 3D 
scene, so that the users can only touch and turn to move the cursor. 
Free Plane-Casting [33] makes no use of the phone position either 
and anchors the plane origin at the touch-controlled cursor unlike 
HandyCast’s use of a point derived from the phone position. 

TMMD [57] is the only technique where the user’s body and the 
virtual scene are colocated, anchoring the plane origin with the 
phone. However, this still limits touch to object selection or requires 
physically walking up to the object, which is why TMMD supports 
raycasting. In contrast, HandyCast anchors the plane at a dynamic 
location computed through positional amplifcation, which can be 
controlled with little efort. 

3.3.2 Pose transfer amplification. Go-Go uses isomorphic mapping 
when close to the body and non-linearly amplifcation beyond a 
threshold [47]. To maximize space efciency, we design for imme-

diate non-linear amplifcation, using touch transfer to allow for 
linear corrections at all times—even at distant locations. 

3.3.3 Amplification anchoring. HandyCast bases pose transfer on 
real-world anchor positions. Using the head or a derived point (e.g., 
the chest) as a moving anchor similar to previous techniques leads 
to unintended hand avatar motions, particularly with large ampli-

fcation. Thus, we initially create an anchor to world coordinates, 
defned as the user comfortably holds their phone in their lap. 

3.3.4 Relative touch cursor mapping. HandyCast maintains a rel-
ative cursor for each touch zone where the touch-down location 
defnes the origin of the touch interaction, rather than absolutely 
mapping the touch-down position to a coordinate. We chose this de-
sign as users have no visual control over their touch-down location 
on the screen when operating in VR. 

3.3.5 Touch transfer acceleration. Touch transfer integrates gain 
acceleration for two reasons. 1) The constrained size of the screen 
requires touch motions to be small. Translating touch to medium 
and far distances would require high gains, but this contradicts 
our design goals to allow fne-tuning pose-transferred locations, 
which requires low gains. Gain acceleration ofers both low and 
high gains, based on touch velocity. 2) Previous research has found 
gain acceleration advantageous over constant gain [15]. 

3.3.6 Clutching. Without clutching, lifting the thumb would reset 
the touch ofset, thus instantly moving back the hand avatar to the 
pose-transferred location. Such liftofs may even be unintentional, 
such as when sliding the thumb towards the screen edges. 

3.3.7 Target-agnostic operation. HandyCast receives application-
independent events as input, allowing our technique to operate 
on a standalone controller (i.e., phone), oblivious to the state of 
the virtual scene. That is, it operates without knowledge of target 
presence or proximity. While such information could improve the 
technique (e.g., whether the hand is hovering over an object), it 
would limit general applicability for real-world apps. 

inside-out tracking outside-in
tracking

Figure 5: Users hold the HandyCast input phone like a 
gamepad, with each thumb operating in a single touch zone. 
For usage in common VR games, HandyCast can use inside-
out tracking with no additional tracking hardware needed. 
For our two evaluations, a VIVE tracker is be mounted to 
the phone allowing us to separately investigate interaction 
performance and tracking efects. 

4 IMPLEMENTATION 
For the study setup, we implemented our transfer function in a VR 
evaluation environment, featuring objects, placement zones, and 
task protocols in Unity with the SteamVR framework and the Unity 
XR Interaction Toolkit. For input, we implemented an iOS 15 app. 
We smooth hand avatar positions using a 1€ flter [14]. The virtual 
environment supports user input from controllers and our phone 
app. The phone connects to the Unity server via TCP. In coordinates 
of the virtual environment, the phone pose can be determined from 
either the 6-DoF outside-in tracking by the VIVE system, or by 
the 6-DoF inside-out tracking provided by the phone only and also 
sent to the Unity server via TCP. The Unity app logs all transform 
updates of the HMD, the VIVE Tracker (Figure 5), the VIVE Pro 
Controllers, both hand avatars and all incoming pose and touch 
events from the smartphone. We also log all trial-related events with 
a variety of event parameters (e.g., positions, states, timestamps). 
The Unity app can also generate debug views, illustrating pose-
and-touch transfer with planes, vectors, and ellipses in real-time, 
and shown throughout this paper. Separately and independently 
of our study environment, we developed a low-level controller 
driver for SteamVR, thus allowing backward-compatible drop-in 
use with standard VR apps on a Quest 2 with AirLink. Please refer 
to the supplementary material for a more detailed description of 
the controller implementation. 

Inside-out tracking for mobile use. We integrated spatial tracking 
into HandyCast, such that our technique afords mobile use and 
needs not rely on an external tracking system. We build on ARKit 
[3] to track the phone inside-out, which performs visual-inertial 
odometry using the phone’s rear-facing camera and the IMUs. 

5 USER STUDY 1: ALL TECHNIQUES UNDER 
TECHNIQUE-OPTIMAL SPACE SETUP 

The frst study compared participants’ performance in a series 
of target acquisition and placement tasks during unimanual and 
bimanual use in a within-subjects design. Our goal was to analyze 
the efect of technique on task completion time, physical space 
requirements, and trajectories. Participants also rated techniques 
on perceived exertion, perceived workload, and body ownership. 
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5.1 Input techniques 
Participants completed all conditions using our HandyCast tech-
nique as well as two baseline techniques.1 

As a controller base-
line, we included the state-of-the-art Controller-based Go-Go tech-
nique [47], where participants used two controllers and Go-Go’s 
non-linear amplifcation for the tasks. 

To maintain spatial comparability between subjects for the sta-
tistical analysis, we hold amplifcation constant across participants. 
Go-Go’s amplifcation parameters � and � [47] specify the trade-
of between 1) control volume, 2) accuracy, and 3) embodiment at 
distant locations. For this frst user study, we set � = 40cm, and 
the amplifcation factor to � = 0.5, 1) ensuring that users can very 
comfortably reach all target selection and placement locations at 
short arm length, 2) with practical accuracy in the distance, 3) while 
maintaining the clear association between physical and virtual hand 
in an initially linear mapping, so to use Go-Go as a reference for 
embodiment across distant interaction. For HandyCast we specify 
� = 2.5 (e.g., a forward motion of 15 cm is amplifed to 5.56 m). 
Please refer to the accompanying video for a visual impression on 
the control volume. 

Choosing a smartphone baseline requires more subtle consider-
ation. The problem of two-hand input with a smartphone under 
space constraints in VR is unexplored. Thus, no readily applicable 
baseline for comparison with our novel technique exists. Instead, 
we have to adapt candidates from literature for bimanual usage, 
either based on a fxed-anchor technique such as Tiltcasting [46] 
and Pivot Plane-Casting [33] or a moveable-anchor technique such 
as Free Plane-Casting [33]. We chose a fxed-anchor technique 
over Free Plane-Casting for two reasons: 1) Pivot Plane-Casting 
as fxed-anchor technique is reported in the original paper to be 
faster than Free Plane-Casting. 2) Free Plane-Casting is ambiguous 
to adapt for two-hand input, given the need for two instead of 
one cursors, inducing interesting design questions. Should such a 
bimanual version of Free Plane-Casting anchor its freely moveable 
plane in a midpoint between both hands, making it most similar 
to our HandyCast technique? Or should this adaption maintain 
two fully independent planes? While any such design would be 
interesting to explore, it creates a novel method difcult to consider 
an objective baseline. 

In the space of fxed-anchor techniques, we choose Tiltcasting as 
a baseline, as we seek a baseline to provide fast and embodied input, 
both of which promised in the absolute mapping of Tiltcasting: 1) 
It promises fast input as touch-down positions defne the target 
position directly reducing time needed for touch distances. 2) It 
promises embodied input as the neutral position is immediately 
assumed upon touch-up, not requiring thoughtful user input to go 
back to neutral. 

Having chosen Tiltcasting, we extended it to Bimanual Tiltcast-
ing, which anchors the plane fxed in space, and, therefore, uses 
a high control-display gain ratio for touch transfer. This allows 
reaching all objects in the scene. As described, we keep an absolute 
cursor for touch input. To enable bimanuality, we position both 

1
In this study, we had included a second custom technique as a further condition, which 
turned out inferior to HandyCast and thus is not further reported on in this section. 
Note however that it was included in the statistical analysis to follow. Please refer 
to the supplementary materials for a technique description as well as the statistical 
analysis, also comparing it to HandyCast and the two baselines. 

b ca

Figure 6: Apparatus for our full-range study. a) Our Unity 
app rendered the study environment, displayed through a 
VIVE Pro Eye. b) For Go-Go input, participants used the VIVE 
controllers. c) For all phone techniques, a VIVE tracker pro-
vided the pose of an iPhone 11 Pro, which relayed touches to 
Unity. 

hand avatars on the same Tiltcasting plane with a small distance in 
between. 

5.2 Apparatus: seated, input tracked outside-in 
To remove the impact of tracking performance from this study, we 
used the HTC VIVE external tracking system for all techniques. 
(We separately evaluate the inside-out tracking of HandyCast and 
its efect on task completion in a tracking study.) 

As shown in Figure 6, participants wore a VIVE Pro Eye for all 
tasks, sitting on a fxed chair. For Controller-based Go-Go, partici-
pants used both VIVE Pro controllers for input. For the smartphone-

based HandyCast and Bimanual Tiltcasting, we mounted a VIVE 
tracker to an iPhone 11 Pro, which forwarded all touch events regis-
tered on the phone to a PC. Participants do not see the debug view 
(showing planes or vectors) before or during the study but only see 
the hand avatars as such when training and using our technique. 

5.3 Task 
Participants completed two tasks in the study. For both, they were 
instructed to complete them as fast as possible. 

Task 1: unimanual object selection and placement. During each 
trial, participants were instructed to grab a highlighted object in 
the virtual scene with the specifed hand. After grabbing it, they 
moved it to the indicated placement zone. Releasing the object 
within the zone completed the trial and advanced to the next. When 
participants erroneously dropped the object, they could grab and 
move it again until they succeeded. 

To acquire a target, participants either pressed the trigger on the 
controller or touched and held down on the smartphone. Releasing 
the trigger or the touch dropped the virtual object. 

An object counted as correctly placed if its center was within 
the placement zone, moved with the instructed hand. Participants 
received visual cues as soon as a release would be correct (Figure 7c). 
An acoustic cue then confrmed a successful release. 

Task 2: bimanual selection and placement. Participants grabbed 
two targets during each trial, one after the other, and then placed 
them in the corresponding placement zones. Consistent coloring in-
dicated which target to grab with which hand (left: pink, right: blue) 
and where to place it. Our video fgure shows examples of bimanual 
trials, each of which followed one of the following combinations: 
{grab� , grab� , drop� , drop� }, or {g� , g� , d� , d� }. 
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b ca grid layout used during study (3 layers) left-handed unimanual acquisition ongoing unimanual trial (before left drop)

Figure 7: Participants completed unimanual and bimanual tasks, a) selecting from a �3 ×� 5 × �3 grid and placing at a diferent 
grid location (every second target and placement shown for clarity.) Targets and placement zones were equally distributed 
across trials. b) Acquisition during Task 1 (unimanual), c) frst placement of Task 2 (bimanual). The left hand is colored in 
magenta, the right in blue. The target and placement zones are color-coded correspondingly when highlighted. 

In both tasks, for each trial, participants had 15 seconds to acquire 
a target and 15 seconds to place it. The remaining time was indicated 
by a countdown timer. If participants ran out of time, the trial 
counted as an error. 

Target arrangement. Figure 7 shows the grid arrangement of 
locations for targets, which were shown one and two at a time for 
Task 1 and 2, respectively. Placement zones were at the same grid 
locations, one or two highlighted depending on the task. 

The location of targets built on previous studies (e.g., Erg-O [43] 
and other VR input techniques [19, 56]), but added placement zones, 
distant object interaction, and bimanual interaction. In this study, 
the target size is set to 25 cm. The fnal grid (height = 3 × width 
= 5 × depth = 3) contained cells of 1.6m ×1.6m ×3m with a 0.4m 
spacing in 2D and 1 m spaces in depth. 

Technique rating. After completing all trials for a technique, par-
ticipants flled out a short questionnaire in VR: 2 Borg CR-10 ratings 
(exertion in hands/lower arms, exertion in upper arms) from 0 (noth-
ing at all) to 10 (extremely strong), 4 TLX subscales (mental demand, 
physical demand, efort, frustration) from 1 (very low) to 20 (very 
high), and 4 avatar embodiment questions (ownership, double hand, 
control, interference) [20] on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 (strongly 
disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). 

5.4 Procedure and design 
Before the evaluation phase, participants received training with 
all techniques in both tasks for approx. 10 minutes. After fnishing 
a technique in a task, they answered the questionnaire. Before 
starting the measured study trials for the next technique, they 
were allowed at least two more training trials to remember it. The 
evaluation part took approximately 40 min per participant. 

Independent variables. The study followed a within-subjects design 
with two independent variables: Operation and Techniqe. Op-
eration had two levels: Acquisition and Placement. Techniqe is 
considered with three levels: HandyCast, Controller-based Go-Go, 
Bimanual Tiltcasting. Techniqe order was counterbalanced across 
participants and both tasks with a Latin square. 

For each task, we precomputed randomly selected target and 
placement locations, which were counterbalanced across partici-
pants. Even though we did not explicitly analyze them as indepen-
dent variables, we ensured equal distribution of Hand (Task 1, left 
or right) or Hand Combination (Task 2, start with grab� or grab� , 
see above), and Depth delta with three levels (0: same layer, +1: 
pushing back, −1: bringing forward). 

Trial repetitions. For Task 1, participants repeated acquisition and 
placement 7 × for 2 Hand × 3 Depth delta × 4 Techniqes × 2 
Operations = 336 trials per participant. For Task 2, they repeated 
the task 4 × for 2 Hand × 3 Depth delta × 4 Techniqes × 2 
bimanual Operations = 192 trials per participant. 

Dependent variables. To analyze diferences between techniqes 
and operations, we logged task completion times (i.e., selection 
and placement time), as well as physical and virtual motion paths. 
For Controller-based Go-Go in Task 2, we measured the sum of both 
controllers’ motions; for the smartphone techniques, we doubled 
the length of paths traveled to account for movement of both real 
hands holding the smartphone. From the recorded motion paths, 
we derived the required volume for operation (i.e., control space) 
from the enclosing world-oriented cuboid, based on the 5th to 95th 
percentile of points per axis. 

5.5 Participants 
We recruited 12 participants (2 female, 10 male, ages=23–35, M=28.4, 
SD=4.1). 4 participants had never worn a VR headset before, 5 used 
one less than 5 times, 2 occasionally, and 1 on a weekly basis. 

5.6 Results 
5.6.1 Completion time. We performed a two-way repeated-measures 
ANOVA on task completion time for Techniqe × Operation with 
participant as the random variable. 

In Task 1, participants completed acquisition on average in 2.49 � 
(� = 0.72) and placement in 2.74 � (� = 0.73). We found a sig-
nifcant main efect of Techniqe on time (�3,33 = 27.331, � < 
.001, �2 = .713) as well as of Operation on time (�1,11 = 30.592, � < 
.001, �2 = .736). We also found an interaction between both vari-
ables (�3,33 = 11.472, � < .001, �2 = .510). Post-hoc �-tests using 
Bonferroni-adjusted confdence intervals on Techniqe showed 
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Figure 8: Aggregated results of our study by task and opera-
tion, and the dependent variables completion time, length of 
input paths, and physical control space volume. Error bars 
indicate 95% confdence intervals. 

signifcant diferences between Controller-based Go-Go and Biman-
ual Tiltcasting as well as between HandyCast and Bimanual Tilt-
casting, but not between Controller-based Go-Go and HandyCast. 
As shown in Figure 8, Controller-based Go-Go was 1.2 s faster than 
Bimanual Tiltcasting on average (154.8%, � < .001), whereas Handy-
Cast was 1.1 s faster than Bimanual Tiltcasting (147.4%, � < .001). 
We found no signifcant diference between Controller-based Go-Go 
and HandyCast. 

In Task 2, participants completed acquisition (accumulated for 
both objects) on average in 6.91 s (� = 2.16) and placement in 
5.43 s (� = 1.35). We found a signifcant main efect of Techniqe 
on time (�3,33 = 60.028, � < .001, �2 = .845) and of Operation 
on time (�1,11 = 111.130, � < .001, �2 = .910). We also found an 
interaction efect between both (�3,33 = 38.793, � < .001, �2 = .779). 
Post-hoc �-tests using Bonferroni-adjusted confdence intervals 
showed a signifcant diference between all comparisons involving 
Bimanual Tiltcasting. We found no signifcant diference between 
Controller-based Go-Go and HandyCast. 

5.6.2 Travel length of physical motions. For Task 1, a one-way 
repeated-measures ANOVA on traveled motion path for Techniqe 
showed a signifcant main efect (�3,33 = 79.053, � < .001, �2 = .878). 
Post-hoc �-tests using Bonferroni-adjusted confdence intervals 
do reveal signifcant diferences between Controller-based Go-Go 
and both of HandyCast and Bimanual Tiltcasting, but not between 
HandyCast and Bimanual Tiltcasting. As shown in Figure 8b, the av-
erage distance traveled using HandyCast was 0.544 m shorter than 
Controller-based Go-Go (56.6%, � < .001). Using Bimanual Tiltcast-
ing, the average distance was 0.597 m shorter than Controller-based 
Go-Go (52.4%, � < .001). 

For Task 2, we also found a signifcant main efect (�3,33 = 
104.622, � < .001, �2 = .905). Post-hoc �-tests using Bonferroni-
adjusted confdence intervals showed signifcant diferences in the 
same comparisons as in Task 1. 

5.6.3 Required physical volume (control space). For Task 1, a one-
way repeated-measures ANOVA for Techniqe on the required vol-
ume found a signifcant main efect (�3,33 = 97.763, � < .001, �2 = 
.895). As shown in Figure 8c, post-hoc �-tests using Bonferroni-
adjusted confdence intervals revealed signifcant diferences be-
tween all techniques except between HandyCast and Bimanual 
Tiltcasting. HandyCast required 14014.1 cm3 

less control volume 
than Controller-based Go-Go (2.72%, � < .001). 

For Task 2, we also found a signifcant main efect (�3,33 = 
123.414, � < .001, �2 = .918). Post-hoc �-tests using Bonferroni-
adjusted confdence intervals showed signifcant diferences be-
tween the same combination of techniques as in Task 1. HandyCast 
required 20547.9 cm3 

less control volume than Controller-based 
Go-Go (2.79%, � < .001). 

5.6.4 Qestionnaires. Next, we analyze the participants’ question-
naire responses. Please refer to the supplementary material for a 
detailed break-down of answers for all questions. 

For perceived exertion (Borg CR-10), pairwise Bonferroni-adjusted 
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests showed no signifcant diferences be-
tween participants’ ratings (� < .1). 

In terms of perceived workload (NASA TLX), pairwise Bonferroni-
adjusted Wilcoxon signed-rank tests reveal a signifcant diference 
in efort between Controller-based Go-Go and Bimanual Tiltcast-
ing (7.25 ± 4.0). On average, efort in Controller-based Go-Go was 
perceived lower by 3.75 than in Bimanual Tiltcasting (� = .033). 

For avatar embodiment, pairwise Bonferroni-adjusted Wilcoxon 
signed-rank tests showed signifcant diferences between Controller-
based Go-Go and Bimanual Tiltcasting for both Ownership and 
Control. Reported Ownership was on average 2.5 points higher in 
Controller-based Go-Go (� = .029), and reported Control was on 
average 2.3 points higher in Controller-based Go-Go (� = .031). 

5.6.5 Error rates. Participants rarely ran out of time: 3 times of all 
4032 trials conducted in Task 1 (once with Controller-based Go-Go, 
twice with Bimanual Tiltcasting), and 6 times in Task 2 (among 
these: once with Controller-based Go-Go, and 4 times with Bimanual 
Tiltcasting). 

5.7 Discussion 
Our frst evaluation revealed several interesting insights about 
participants’ performance during interaction with objects in VR 
using the diferent techniques. 

Insight 1a: Controller-based Go-Go and HandyCast achieved com-
parable completion times, but HandyCast requires less motion. Per-
formance of HandyCast was closest to the well-established Go-Go 
with no signifcant diference between them. However, despite the 
comparable completion times, HandyCast required signifcantly 
less travel on average, both for unimanual (0.54 m, 56.6% of Go-Go) 
and bimanual tasks (1.37 m, 48% of Go-Go). The volume enclosed by 
HandyCast was equivalent to a cube with edge length 8.4 cm. Go-
Go’s volume is equivalent to a cube with edge length 28 cm (> 3×). 
These results are particularly interesting, since the indicated path 
lengths already represent the phone trajectory multiplied by two to 
account for the movements of both hands, holding the phone. These 
results support our design intentions, in particular for HandyCast’s 
transfer function. 
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Insight 1b: participants do not report signifcant diferences between 
Controller-based Go-Go and HandyCast. Participants’ questionnaire 
responses are similarly promising, as HandyCast showed no signif-
icant loss in ownership or control in the embodiment questionnaire 
ratings, compared to the individual controllers. At the same time, 
despite the reduction in control space, participants’ ratings also 
showed no diference in perceived fatigue or physical demand be-
tween Go-Go and HandyCast. It was one of our hypotheses that 
HandyCast would reduce fatigue. Taken together, this indicates 
that ownership, control, and demand in our HandyCast technique 
are similar to input with two controllers in current VR systems, 
yet with the beneft of ubiquitous use, in mobile settings, and at a 
fraction of the required space for reliable operation. 

Insight 1c: Touch presence transfer for commands makes placement 
slower than selection. As described, earlier, we found an interaction 
efect between Techniqe and Operation on completion time. For 
Task 1, i.e., a unimanual operation of frst selecting a single target 
and the placing it, Controller-based Go-Go showed no diference be-
tween acquisition and placement completion time (both � = 2.1 s), 
suggesting that there is no structural diference between the two 
operations. However, in HandyCast, we observe a diference of 0.5 s 
between selection (� = 2.0s) and placement (� = 2.5s). We ratio-
nalize this with two efects. First, HandyCast is more susceptible 
to “loosing” objects “on the way”, entailing a reacquisition. While 
a trigger button in the Controller-based Go-Go controllers can be 
hold tight when moving the virtual hand with the object attached 
from the selection location to the target location, HandyCast em-

ploys touch for both attaching to the object and then also to move 
it, together with pose transfer. When users need to clutch on the 
touchscreen, the objects remains attached for 0.2 s before being re-
leased. If clutching in motor space takes longer and the user exceeds 
this timeout, the object is dropped, necessitating a reacquisition, 
and thus slowing down overall completion time. Second, when 
participants had not sufciently internalized the 0.2 s delay, they 
pulled the phone back too quickly (with the object still attached), 
thus requiring a re-acquisition and another placement attempt for 
the object. 

Insight 1d: Independent Go-Go controllers allow concurrent move-
ment and thus slightly faster placement. Comparing the results of 
Task 1—in particular the interaction efects—with Task 2 also reveals 
interesting aspects. Bimanual acquisition is slower than double the 
unimanual acquisition time, likely because 1) users need to connect 
the color coded outline to the color-coded hand avatar, inducing 
cognitive processing time, and 2) users need to coordinate which 
hand to move to the targets, and how to position the other hand in 
the mean time. HandyCast was faster than Controller-based Go-Go 
for acquisition (−0.4 s), but slower for placement (+0.9 s). 

Beyond the reason above, the motion logs showed another reason 
for Go-Go’s advantage. Participants often acquired targets sequen-
tially, but often concurrently moved both hands to the target zones. 
While HandyCast provides the same efect during pose transfer, 
touch transfer is slowed down when the pose transfer moves in an 
opposite direction. 

Insight 1e: Bimanual Tiltcasting requires the least volume and the 
least motion paths of all techniques, but is slower having only touch 

and orientation input available. Given that all diferences between 
smartphone techniques were signifcant with respect to completion 
time, we can establish a ranking: HandyCast was fastest, followed 
by Bimanual Tiltcasting, in both Tasks 1 and 2. The mean acquisition 
time of approx. 3.4 s, which we measured in Task 1 under the Bi-
manual Tiltcasting technique is similar to the acquisition measured 
at 3.6 s in the original Tiltcasting paper under the target-agnostic, 
standard-display, small-target condition ([46], Table 1). While the 
diferences in the concrete task and technique (we evaluated our 
bimanual extension of the original technique, see Subsection 5.1) 
do not allow for further comparison, the equivalent magnitude 
in completion time is an indication of external validity. The fact 
that completion under the bimanual task is more than twice the 
unimanual time might follow the same considerations described in 
Insight 1d. 

In terms of control volume and motion paths, Bimanual Tilt-
casting was the best-performing technique, making it a suitable 
technique for interaction in space-constrained settings. Yet, without 
a signifcant increase in control volume, HandyCast was signif-
cantly faster (1.1 s in Task 1 and 2.99 s in Task 2). This indicates 
that HandyCast manages to leverage our assumption that users 
inadvertently use body motions, even when the controller is not 
motion-sensitive. 

Bimanual Tiltcasting difers from HandyCast in two aspects, 
which might contribute to Bimanual Tiltcasting’s slower task com-

pletion time. First, users can only use one channel–touch–to move 
hands forward in the former, while they can use two channels– 
touch and pose–in HandyCast. This, efectively reduces the band-
width of information the user can input at a given point in time. 
Second, the absolute cursor, designed in Tiltcasting is less efec-
tive than our relative and gain-accelerated spatial touch transfer: 
touch-down events carry uncertainty where the hand will actu-
ally jump to, and accidental touch-up events reset the hand to the 
world-anchored neutral position, requiring to reacquire the object 
starting from the neutral position again. 

In summary, either changing touch control or adding pose con-
trol or changing both made the diference. Thus, the question might 
arise if changing touch control only would have provided sufcient 
improvement of Bimanual Tiltcasting, rendering the addition of 
pose control superfuous. To understand the relative important be-
tween the input modes, we consider Figure 8, Task 2, which reveals 
that the physical motion path span approx. 60 cm with Handy-
Cast. Given that a physical forward motion of 15 cm amplies to 
approx. 5.5m of forward motion in virtual space in studyplanecast, 
we can conclude that pose input was the driving input mode to our 
technique in order to cover the long-ranging virtual distances. 

Taken together, using touch and orientation only without our 
full 6DoF pose transfer to move the hands was detrimental to the 
performance. We interpret this ranking as a promising indicator of 
our pose-and-touch transfer function. 

Summary 
Taken together, HandyCast yields completion times comparable 
with the best baseline Controller-based Go-Go, but signifcantly 
reduces motion and control space. Yet, we do not observe a loss in 
reported ownership, control, demand, or efort, between the two 
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techniques. Compared to using touch and orientation only, our 
concept of 10D pose-and-touch transfer enables signifcantly faster 
completion times with only an insignifcant increase in control 
volume. 

6 USER STUDY 2: SPACE-CONSTRAINED 
SETUP 

In our frst study, we evaluated user performance for the controller-
based Go-Go baseline, a smartphone baseline, and HandyCast pro-
posed in this paper. In accordance with the original idea of Go-Go, 
the Go-Go amplifcation parameters were confgured such that the 
farthest target in the scene could be reached by an arm length. How-
ever, in our envisioned scenario of mobile VR usage, space might 
be signifcantly smaller. Therefore, we conduct a second study in a 
space-constrained setup, comparing a more sensitive confguration 
of Go-Go (� = 35cm, � = 4) with earlier and stronger amplifcation 
against HandyCast (same parameters as in study 1). 

6.1 Procedure, and Apparatus: seated, 
space-constrained input tracked outside-in 

For this second study, 
we physically constrain 
the space with card-
board to the sides and 
a wall to the front of 
the seated user, mim-

icking the available 
space on a bus or air-
plane seat as shown 
in Figure 9. Again, 
we use the outside-in 
VIVE tracking system 
for both techniques, 
making sure that the 
base stations can see 
into the boxed setup by mounting them on the ceiling. 

6.2 Task, Procedure, and Participants 
In this study, 20 participants (3 female, 17 male, ages=21-41, M=29.0, 
SD=6.3), complete Task 2 from our frst study (bimanual acquisition 
and placement). 6 of the participants never used VR, 10 use it a few 
times a quarter or less, and 4 weekly. We follow the same procedure 
as in the frst user study. 

6.3 Design 
This study follows a mixed design, with Target Size as a between-
subject variable, and Techniqe as a within-subjects variable. Tar-
get Size has two subject groups: large (25 cm) and small (20 cm) 
with 10 subjects each. techniqe has two levels: Space-Constrained 
Go-Go and HandyCast. We’re interested in the same dependent 
variables as in user study 1, i. e., completion time, interaction volume, 
and motion path length. We counterbalance the order of techniqe 
by alternation. 

Figure 9: Space-constrained setup 
for the second user study. 

Completion Time [s] Path [m] Volume [dm3]

Figure 10: Aggregated results of our space-constrained, seated 
study by target size. Error bars indicate 95% confdence inter-
vals. 

6.4 Results 
We performed a mixed-design ANOVA on task completion time 
with techniqe as independent within-subjects variable and tar-
get size as independent between-subject variable. Figure 10 gives 
an overview. 

We found a signifcant main efect of techniqe on time (�1,18 = 
36.9, � < .00001, �2 = .67) as well as of target size on time (�1,18 = 
3.3, � < .1, �2 = .15). Post-hoc �-tests using Bonferroni-adjusted 
confdence intervals showed a signifcant diference between large 
and small targets when using Space-Constrained Go-Go (� < .1) 
but not when using HandyCast. 

With respect to motion, we found signifcant main efects of 
techniqe on path length (�1,18 = 453.4, � < .00001, �2 = .962) as 
well as on volume (�1,18 = 71.9, � < .0001, �2 = .8) 

6.5 Discussion 
This second study reveals several insights, in particular against the 
backdrop of the fndings of study 1. 

Insight 2a: In a space-constrained setup, HandyCast enables faster 
object selection and placement than Space-Constrained Go-Go. While 
there was no signifcant diference between HandyCast and un-
constrained Go-Go in the previous study, in the space-constrained 
setup of this second study, HandyCast (� = 9.2�) is signifcantly 
faster than Space-Constrained Go-Go (� = 11.8�) by 22.0%. This 
drop in performance of the Go-Go technique results from the loss of 
control due to increased amplifcation compared to constrained Go-
Go. While this increase in amplifcation is required to stay within 
the space constraints, it entails at least two efects detrimental to 
Go-Go’s performance: 1) While Go-Go’s amplifcation function is 
smooth and continuous by its mathematical formulation, the more 
aggressive amplifcation accelerates the virtual hand much quicker, 
making it harder for users to supervise ballistic movements, and 
thus increasing the risk of overshooting. In HandyCast, the same 
or even a smaller volume can be operated at lower motion amplif-

cation because input is complemented by touch. 2) At distance, the 
Go-Go technique operates at high amplifcation which then also im-

pedes the corrective movement after the initial ballistic movement. 
In HandyCast, corrective movements with touch operate at con-
stant speed, independent of distance, therefore always guaranteeing 
the ability of fne-tuning. 
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Insight 2b: Even with its aggressive amplifcation, Space-Constrained 
Go-Go uses signifcantly more space than HandyCast. By design, 
Space-Constrained Go-Go requires less interaction volume and 
shorter path lengths than standard Go-Go in the previous study. 
Interestingly, despite not changing the parameterization of Handy-
Cast, users also travel less with the smartphone and occupy less 
interaction volume than in the previous study, likely due to their 
awareness of being constrained and thus intuitively relying on 
touch input more to avoid touching the obstacles. However, Handy-
Cast still requires signifcantly less interaction space (� = 0.3��3

) 
and path lengths (� = 0.99�) than Space-Constrained Go-Go 
(� = 9.95��3 

and � = 2.3� resp.). From this, we conclude that 
HandyCast exhibits a fundamental space-efciency advantage, in-
dependent of the specifc Go-Go parameterization. This advantage 
results partly from HandyCast’s ability to accept touch input, but 
also from the specifc designs concerning amplifcation reference 
points: While Go-Go computes two amplifcation vectors relative to 
a single point at the chest, HandyCast computes a single amplif-
cation vector relative to a single point, namely the custom-defned 
home position in a neutral posture. 

Because both Go-Go controllers share the same reference point, 
Go-Go introduces a radius of linear amplifcation in front of the 
chest which smoothly transitions to a non-linear amplifcation. 
If non-linear amplifcation was to kick-in immediately, only one 
controller could be set to a neutral position at the reference point, 
blocking the other controller from the neutral position, forcing it 
to operate at non-linear amplifcation. Using a single smartphone 
allows for a natural neutral position from which non-linear amplif-

cation can kick-in immediately while still maintaining bimanuality 
through touch. 

Insight 2c: Decreasing the interaction volume in Go-Go induces 
more frequent controller collsions. In contrast to the previous study, 
in this space-constrained setup, multiple participants (P3, P4, P8, 
P19) reported that it was annoying or irritating that they often hit 
one controller with the other when selecting or placing objects. This 
efectively hints at the reduced bimanuality when using controllers 
in a shared small volume, esp. when oriented around a shared 
reference point. By design, a single smartphone as in HandyCast 
cannot sufer from this problem. 

Insight 2d: Space-Constrained Go-Go benefts from larger target 
sizes due to larger amplifcation inaccuracies at distance. As indicated 
by the interactions reported above, Space-Constrained Go-Go ben-
efts from larger targets with respect to completion times whereas 
HandyCast does not. We interpret these results as follows: A trial 
is composed of 1) pointing towards the target 2) attaching to it, 
3) pointing towards the drop zone with the attached target and 4) 
detaching from the target for each corresponding hand. Pointing 
in turn is composed of initial and fnal movement. The target size 
only impacts the fnal movement in the pointing steps. Thus, the 
fact that Space-Constrained Go-Go’s performance is signifcantly 
impaired by reducing target size reveals that the fnal movement 
step is impaired. The fact that HandyCast is not equally impaired 
indicates that the fnal movement is less impacted here, either due 
to the ability to fne-tune virtual hand positions quickly by touch 
input, or due to the lower amplifcation, aforded by the two input 

modalities that can be combined to high amplifcations if and only 
if desired. 

Summary 
While there was no signifcant diference between HandyCast and 
standard Go-Go in the previous study with respect to completion 
time, this second study has revealed that HandyCast outperforms 
Space-Constrained Go-Go in a spatially constrained setup by un-
folding its advantage of decomposing non-linear and linear am-

plifcation into two diferent, separately controllable modalities of 
hand motion and thumb touch input. It’s fundamental property 
of simulating bimanuality through touch-augmented pose trans-
fer becomes an advantage over Space-Constrained Go-Go which 
sufers from controller collisions reducing independent input in a 
constrained space. 

7 TRACKING STUDY: PHONE VS. VIVE 
In our previous studies, we evaluated participants’ performance 
using the input techniques under ideal tracking conditions. The 
purpose of this evaluation was to assess the efect of tracking tech-
nology on performance. HandyCast has the potential to run entirely 
on the user’s phone, where inside-out tracking may cause less ac-
curacy in task completion and thus reduced completion speed. 

Task, procedure, and apparatus. In this study, participants com-

pleted Task 2 from our frst study (bimanual target acquisition and 
placement). Using HandyCast, we compared two tracking methods: 
outside-in tracking and inside-out tracking. Outside-in tracking 
used the VIVE’s surrounding base stations and a tracker attached 
to the phone as in our frst study (Figure 5). Inside-out tracking 
used our ARKit-based implementation. 

The evaluation implemented a within-subjects design with Track-
ing Method as the independent variable. Participants repeated 
bimanual acquisitions and placements 24 × (2 Tracking Method × 
2 blocks) = 96 trials. The order of Tracking Method was counter-
balanced across both tasks and participants. Participants received 
the same instructions and training as in our frst study, with the 
addition not to accidentally occlude the phone’s back camera. 

The apparatus was the same as in our frst study, only that inside-
out tracking as well as outside-in tracking were active throughout 
all trials for later comparison. In the Outside-in condition, the VIVE 
tracker drove the transfer function as in our frst study. In the Inside-
out condition, the tracker merely served to record ground-truth 
positions and orientations, but the transfer function was exclusively 
driven by the phone-reported 6D poses without input from the VIVE 
system. Participants performed this spatial registration before each 
of the two Inside-out blocks. 

Our analysis is two-fold. 1) We investigate the total drift across 
a full block of 24 trials with inside-out tracking. 2) We analyze the 
efect of Tracking on Completion Time as a dependent variable. 

Participants. We recruited another 4 participants (1 female, 3 male, 
ages=27–32, M=28.8, SD=2.2). 1 participant had used VR occasion-
ally, 2 less than 5 times, and 1 never. 

Results—Tracking efect on performance. We performed a one-way 
repeated-measures ANOVA on completion time for Tracking Method. 
Figure 11 shows the distribution of completion times, showing a 
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total drift [cm]instantaneous distance [cm] completion time [s]

inside-out outside-in

Figure 11: Tracking evaluation. Left: Drift that emerged from 
phone-based Inside-out tracking during a block. Right: Im-
pact of tracking method on task completion (� = .1). 

lower mean for Outside-in (�=9.85 vs. inside-out �=10.49), though 
diferences were not signifcant. 

Results—Spatial drif. As shown in Figure 11a, using Inside-out track-
ing incurred an average total drift of 25 mm (�� = 7.3) during a 
full block. With an amplifcation factor � = 2.5, a diference of 
25mm creates an error ofset of approx. 12 cm in virtual space, 
when reaching out exactly 10 cm. For each Inside-out block, we 
computed the Euclidean distance between the VIVE tracker and the 
phone-reported position, ofset to zero upon the start of the frst 
trial. Figure 11 left shows a plot of all 8 blocks. For visual clarity 
only, in the plot, we also apply exponential smoothing with a factor 
of .001. The distribution of accumulated drift at the end of each 
block is shown in Figure 11 middle. As measured by the tracker, the 
inside-out-tracked pose drifted 0.25 cm/m on average (�� = 0.09), 
computed as accumulated error divided by total distance traveled. 

Discussion. Our analysis showed the impact of drift as part of 
Insight-out tracking on the performance of using HandyCast. Over 
the course of just one block, phone-reported positions drifted up 
to 4 cm. The only small diference in completion time indicates 
that participants were able to compensate for this amount of drift, 
possibly because of the dominance of vision over proprioception 
during interaction in VR. 

Depending on a participant’s speed, a block lasted 2.5–4 minutes. 
A gameplay session in VR may last much longer and more drift 
may accumulate as a result. HandyCast could compensate for such 
drift by adjusting the respective anchor position to calculate pose 
transfer. This is currently static and future iterations of HandyCast 
will need to account for dynamically updated anchors (e.g., by 
monitoring maximum proximity to the torso or detecting resting 
arms in the lap), which would also allow resetting drift. 

Some participants’ drift curves show sudden moments (e.g., vio-
let or blue trace). During the trial, these occasional moments man-

ifested as visual jumps and thus interfered with the participant’s 
current input motion. This demanded participants’ manual coun-
teraction, which slowed down the trial in these specifc moments. 

Overall, our evaluation has established the feasibility of phone-
based inside-out tracking for the use of HandyCast. This also makes 
the use of our phone-only controller driver practical, which allows 
control over existing VR apps and games. We also believe that 

with increasingly powerful tracking methods on today’s consumer 
phones, drift will decline in the future. 

8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Improving Tracking. In this paper, we have proposed full inside-

out tracking based on the phone’s sensors for pose-and-touch trans-
fer and compared it to outside-in tracking for reference. To improve 
the inside-out tracking accuracy, future research lies in using a 
headset-based tracking, e.g. by camera-based phone pose estima-

tion, leveraging hand tracking as a proxy to then estimate the phone 
pose from wrist poses, by displaying an optical marker to the blindly 
operated touchscreen, or even using acoustic tracking [29, 54]. 

Studying Transfer Functions under Diferent Parameters. Since 
HandyCast is scene-agnostic, all parameters can be specifed on the 
controller side, similar to setting the gain acceleration of a mouse 
in the operating system. For specifc VR apps, users might choose 
a diferent amplifcation factor in HandyCast, depending on the 
virtual and physical environment. In this paper, we have specifed 
values through pilots so that users can comfortably reach all targets 
in the task with all pose-aware techniques. Future research lies in 
understanding the efects of diferent parameters within our design, 
e.g., the relative importance between pose and touch by studying it 
under varying gain factors, amplifcation factors or even other am-

plifcation function families (e.g., Hermite curves, [56]) in the case 
of pose transfer. Furthermore, exploring the coupling of positional 
or positionally amplifed input with other plane-anchoring tech-
niques such as Free Plane-Casting [33], e.g. maintaing one plane 
per cursor, ofers promising research directions. 

Designing for More Complex Interactions. Using the 10 DoF from 
pose and touch in a single smartphone constrains HandyCast to 
positional bimanuality, not sufcient for full 12-DoF bimanuality, 
e.g., required to hold a bottle in one hand and opening it with the 
other. Other more complex interactions, however, could be enabled 
by processing further input signals. In particular, we use atomic 
touch-down and touch-up events to attach to and detach from 
objects, e.g., leaving double taps unused for further mappings. In 
the future, double taps might be used to enter the teleportation 
mode, thus enabling rested locomotion. 

9 CONCLUSION 
We have presented HandyCast, a smartphone-based input tech-
nique designed to control bimanual input in large VR environments 
through small motions in space-constrained environments. Handy-
Cast’s core concept is its pose-and-touch transfer function that 
fuses the smartphone’s 3D position, 3D orientation, and 2D touch 
motions as input to jointly output two independent 3D positions to 
place virtual hand avatars. The touch-transfer component of our 
technique allows users to clutch during input, thereby repeatedly 
readjusting avatar locations, and thus afording navigation inside 
infnite spaces. 

In our space-constrained user study, we found that HandyCast 
requires signifcantly less completion time, path length and interac-
tion volume compared to the space-constrained Go-Go implemen-

tation. In a tracking evaluation, we compared the performance of 

https://��=10.49
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HandyCast during externally tracked and phone-only tracked oper-
ation. We found that despite small inaccuracies and drift, HandyCast 
afords operation on today’s smartphones and therefore enable fully 
mobile use together with untethered VR systems. 

Because HandyCast is completely scene-agnostic, our low-level 
SteamVR driver is fully compatible with existing VR applications 
and games, which we demonstrated at the example of Job Simulator. 
We conclude that HandyCast brings comfortable, full-range, and bi-
manual 3D input to mobile VR by retroftting the user’s smartphone 
as an ubiquitous controller. In comparison to controller-based state-
of-the art baselines, HandyCast does not only reduce interaction 
volume and improve completion times in space-constraint settings, 
but 1) does not require dedicated hardware, 2) can be highly ampli-

fed for usage in very small volumes without sufering from inter-
controller collisions, 3) allows unlimited reach without parameter 
re-adjustment through touch, and 4) allows for robust refnement 
of virtual hand position through touch, independent of the virtual 
distance between user and object. 
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